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if they don't have long thin parts. See [20] for a precise de�nition.) For example,
the problem Hole-in-union can be solved in time O(n log n) when the triangles
are fat (see [16]). Also the problem Planar-motion-planning can be solved
in time O(n log n) for a rod moving among fat obstacles (see [21]). E�cient
solutions might also exist for other types of special cases. For example, in [10] it
is shown that problem Separator2 can be solved in time O(n log n) when the
size of the smallest segment is at least some constant fraction of the diameter of
the set of segments.

The major open problem that remains is to get better bounds on the com-
plexity of the problem 3sum. Almost any improvement in the lower bound would
immediately apply to all other problems because the reduction normally take very
little time. On the other hand, an improvement of the upper bound would be
essential to improve the time bounds of the other problems studied. As indicated
before, recently Erickson and Seidel [11] have obtained an 
(n2) lower bound
for the 3sum problem but only under a weak model of computation. It should
though be said that almost all \natural" algorithms for the problems in question
�t within this model.

The other direction of research is of course to extend the class of 3sum-hard
problems. In this paper we have tried to concentrate on a number of rather general
problems. We have tried to formulate the simplest versions of the problems that
are already 3sum-hard. As indicated at many places this immediately proves
that more complicated versions of the same problem are 3sum-hard as well. We
are though convinced that many more problems fall in this class. For example, in
a very recent paper ([2]) it is shown that particular versions of injection molding
are 3sum-hard. Also, in [4] it is shown that the computation of perfect binary
space partition trees is 3sum-hard.

Finally, other interesting classes of related problems might exist. A �rst di-
rection would be to consider problems with nd bounds for d > 2. It seems though
di�cult to generalize the approach described in this paper. Also, there is a large
class of problems for which �(n4=3) seems to be the best achievable time bound.
Study of such classes might provide insight in the intrinsic complexity of certain
types of problems.
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Figure 11: Overview of the di�erent relations.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we have identi�ed a large number of geometric problems for which it
is impossible to obtain subquadratic algorithms, unless one manages to improve
the complexity of the very simple formulated base problem 3sum. It should be
stressed though that all reductions presented in this paper do not prove anything
on the time complexity of the di�erent problems. They only show a relation
between complexities but, because no lower bounds are known for 3sum, these
reductions have no immediate implications. An overview of the relations between
the di�erent problems is given in Figure 11 where an arrow from problem A to
problem B means that B can be solved using A (that is, B is \easier" than A).

The notion of 3sum-hard problems has helped us quite a bit in the recent past.
Very often we have stumbled into 3sum-hard problems and knowledge about
them saved us the work of trying to improve the time bounds to subquadratic.
We expect that others will bene�t from this as well.

An important question of course is what to do when it turns out you have
run into an 3sum-hard problem. There are a number of directions to go. One
way is to try and �nd output sensitive solutions. For example, as noted before,
one can extend the problem 3-Points-on-line to k-Points-on-line: Given
a set of points in the plane, is there a line containing at least k of the points.
In [13] it is shown that this problem can be solved in time O(n

2

k
log n

k
) which is

much faster than O(n2) if k grows with n. Another solution might be to look
at algorithms that work e�ciently for special classes of objects. In particular
so-called \fat" objects seem to provide big improvements. (Objects are called fat
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robot

Figure 10: A cage from which the robot cannot escape.

Now consider the triangles in S. We place them all at slightly di�erent heights
with z-coordinate between 0 and 0:5. Clearly in this way we get n+17 horizontal
triangle obstacles that do not intersect (n from S and 17 for the cage). (Note
that t itself does not occur in the set of obstacles.) It remains to show that a
path for the robot exists if and only if the triangles in S do not fully cover t.

Let us �rst assume that the triangles in S do not fully cover t so there is a
point (x; y) in t that is not covered. We can now move the robot from source to
goal as follows: First move the robot horizontally from the source to (x; y; 0:5).
Next move it vertically down to (x; y;�1:5). Finally move it horizontally to the
goal. It is easily checked that this does not cause collisions.

Now assume a path from source to goal does exist. We have to show that
in this case the triangles in S do not fully cover t. This can be seen as follows.
At some moment during the motion the reference point of the robot lies in t on
the xy-plane. Let this happen at some point (x; y). Because the robot is vertical
and has unit length it extends from (x; y; 0) to (x; y; 1). Because all triangle in S
have z-coordinate between 0 and 0:5 none of them can contain the point (x; y).
Hence, the point (x; y) in t is not covered. 2
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triangles or axis-parallel rectangles, and we can allow for more general shapes of
robots like rectangles or polygons. Also we can consider the �nd-path problem
instead of the existence problem. All these version are also 3sum-hard because
they can be used to solve Planar-motion-planning.

8.2 Translational motion planning in 3-space

We can also formulate a motion planning problem in 3-dimensional space that
has three degrees of freedom by allowing for translational motion only. We will
show that the following, rather simple, version is also 3sum-hard:

Problem: 3D-motion-planning

Given a set of horizontal (that is, parallel to the xy-plane) non-
intersecting, non-touching triangle obstacles in 3-space, and a vertical
line segment as a robot, determine whether the robot can be moved,
using translations only, from a source to a goal position without col-
liding with the obstacles.

The best known solution to this problem takes timeO(n2 log n). This is based
on the observation that the free space for this particular instance of the motion
planning problem has complexity O(n2) (see [15]). Improvement to O(n2) might
be possible.

Theorem 8.2 Triangles-cover-triangle <<<n 3D-motion-planning.

Proof. Let S be the set of triangles and let t be the triangle to cover. We
will transform this to an instance of the motion planning problem where a unit
length rod has to move from a position above the xy-plane to a position below
that plane. We �rst want to enforce that the robot has to pass the xy-plane
inside the triangle t. To this end we build a \cage" from which the robot cannot
escape. Around the triangle t in the xy-plane we put three triangles that slightly
overlap (see Figure 10). To avoid the triangles to intersect we put them on slightly
di�erent heights. Such a structure we call a fence. It is clear that the robot can
only escape from the fence by jumping over it or going under it. We repeat this
fence at the height z = �1, z = �0:5, z = 0:5, and z = 1. Finally we place a
large horizontal triangle (larger than t) at z = �1:6 and at z = 1:6. So we get
�ve fences and a top and bottom triangle. In this way we create a triangular cage
surrounding t that runs from z = �1:6 to z = 1:6 from which the robot cannot
escape. See Figure 10 for a picture of the cage.

Let the bottommost point of the robot be the reference point. We choose as
source position for the robot a point in t but at z = 0:5 and as a goal position
the same point at z = �1:5. So the robot starts fully above the xy-plane and
ends fully below the xy-plane. Because it has to stay inside the cage it has to
cross the xy-plane inside t.
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Figure 9: Reduction from GeomBase to Planar-motion-planning.
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to the motion planning problem are known. See [14] for an overview. The com-
plexity of such solutions tends to depend on the number of degrees of freedom.
For example, a rigid robot that moves in the plane, allowing for both translation
and rotation, has three degrees of freedom. In this section we will show that
already some simple versions of the motion planning problem with three degrees
of freedom are 3sum-hard, even if we only ask for the existence of a path.

8.1 Planar motion planning

We �rst consider motion planning in the plane with three degrees of freedom.
We formulate the following instance of this problem which is almost the easiest
possible:

Problem: Planar-motion-planning

Given a set of non-intersecting, non-touching, axis-parallel line seg-
ment obstacles in the plane and a line segment robot (a rod or ladder),
determine whether the rod can be moved (allowing both translation
and rotation) from a given source to a given goal con�guration with-
out colliding with the obstacles.

The best know solution for this problem takes time O(n2) (see [22]).

Theorem 8.1 GeomBase <<<n logn Planar-motion-planning.

Proof. We will use the construction with horizontal line segments as de-
scribed in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Only we change the left and right end and
add some segments to obtain the structure shown in Figure 9. We now want to
move a long rod from the top region to the bottom region. It is easily veri�ed
that the rod can never escape from the two regions. Hence, it has to move among
the segments in the center. Also, if the rod is long enough, it always has to be
contained partially in either the top or in the bottom region. Hence, to move
from top to bottom there must be a moment at which it is in both region. At
this very moment the rod passes through three gaps among the segments and, by
the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, corresponds to a solution of
GeomBase.

On the other hand, when a solution to GeomBase exists there is a motion
for the rod from the top the the bottom region. Simply orient the rod in the
direction of the three holes and slide it from one side to the other. By making
the two regions large enough this can be done without problem. So a solution to
GeomBase exists if and only if a motion can be found. 2

Clearly, Planar-motion-planning can be generalized in many ways. We
can allow for more complicated types of obstacles like arbitrary line segments,
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Figure 8: Triangle t is visible.

Theorem 7.3 Triangles-cover-triangle ==n Visible-triangle.

Proof. First observe that, using standard perspective transformations
Visible-triangle can be mapped to the problem where we look down from
in�nity, which is, hence, equivalent.

We �rst show that Triangles-cover-triangle <<<n Visible-triangle.
Let t be the triangle to be covered. Place t on the xy-plane. Put all other triangles
on di�erent heights above t. Then clearly t is partially visible from in�nity if and
only if the triangles do not fully cover t.

For the reverse, remove all triangles below t. Put the projections of the
remaining triangles on the xy-plane in the set S. Also project t on the xy-plane.
Now again t is partially visible from in�nity if and only if the triangles in S do
not fully cover t. 2

Also other 3-dimensional visibility problems can be shown to be 3sum-hard.
See for example [3].

8 Motion planning problems

Motion planning problems have been studied extensively in computational ge-
ometry because of the important applications to robotics. The motion planning
problem asks for computing a path for a robot from a given source to a given goal
con�guration while avoiding collision with a set of obstacles. One should make
a distinction here between the �nd-path problem that asks for a path and the
existence problem that only asks whether a path exists. Many di�erent solutions
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s1

s2

Figure 7: Transformation from GeomBase to Visibility-between-

segments.

Problem: Visibility-from-infinity

Given a set S of axis-parallel line segments in the plane and one
particular horizontal segments s, determine whether there is a point
on s that can be seen from in�nity, that is, whether there exists an
in�nite ray starting at the point on s that does not intersect any
segment.

Theorem 7.2 GeomBase <<<n logn Visibility-from-infinity.

The proof is left as an exercise to the reader.
All these two-dimensional visibility problems can be solved in time O(n2) by

computing the visibility graph of the endpoints of the segments and extending the
visibility edges in both directions until they hit a segment. Visibility normally
runs along such an extended edge. An extended visibility graph can easily be
computed in time O(n2) using the algorithm in [23].

7.2 Three dimensional visibility

Visibility problems in 3-dimensional space are normally harder than in the plane.
As we will see visibility from a point can already be 3sum-hard.

Problem: Visible-triangle

Given a set S of opaque horizontal triangles, another horizontal tri-
angle t and a viewpoint p, is there a point on t that can be seen from
p?

See Figure 8 for an example of the problem. The problem can be solved in
time O(n2) by computing all parts of the triangles that are visible, that is, by
performing hidden surface removal. See for example [17].
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Proof. For each strip take the two halfplanes that cover the complement of
the strip. In this way we obtain a set S of 2n halfplanes. Clearly, any point that
lies in none of the strips lies in exactly n of the halfplanes. Any other point lies
in fewer halfplanes. Add to S the four halfplanes that point inwards from the
four sides of the box. Now it is obvious that the strips do not cover the box if
and only if there is a point covered by n+ 4 halfplanes. 2

7 Visibility problems

Visibility problems are another important type of geometric problems. In general
they ask which objects in a set can be seen from a particular point or which pairs
of objects can see each other in a set. Here two points are said to see each
other if the open line segment connecting them does not intersect any object.
Two objects see each other if there exist points on them that see each other. In
this section we will show that two rather simple versions of these problems are
already 3sum-hard. First we consider a problem in the plane. Next we look at
three-dimensional problems.

7.1 Planar problems

Visibility from a point in the plane is normally easy. See for example [9]. Visibility
from a line segment though is much harder. We formulate the following easy
version of this problem:

Problem: Visibility-between-segments

Given a set S of n horizontal line segments in the plane and two
particular horizontal segments s1 and s2, determine whether there
are points on s1 and s2 that can see each other, that is, such that the
open segment between the points does not intersect any segment in
S.

Theorem 7.1 GeomBase <<<n logn Visibility-between-segments.

Proof. Consider the set of segments used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Place
segments s1 and s2 just above and below the set of holes (see Figure 7). It is
clear that s1 and s2 can see each other if and only if there are three collinear
holes, which proves the theorem. Note that it is no longer necessary to have the
segments at the left and right extend all the way to in�nity. 2

This result can of course be extended to other types of objects. Also the
following version is 3sum-hard:
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Figure 6: Transforming Hole-in-union to Triangles-cover-triangle.

Proof. Like in the proof of Theorem 6.3 we transform the set S of triangles
into an equivalent set S0 that lies fully inside t. Now it is immediate that t is fully
covered if and only if the measure of the union of S0 is the same as the measure
of t. 2

All the above problems can be solved in time O(n2) by considering the ar-
rangement formed by the strips, rectangles or triangles. Again many extensions
can be formulated that are 3sum-hard as well.

6.3 Point covering

In this subsection we consider one other type of covering problem:

Problem: Point-covering

Given a set of n halfplanes and a number k, determine whether there
is a point p that is covered by at least k of the halfplanes.

Note that this problem is trivial for k � n=2. The answer is simply yes. But
for larger k the problem becomes 3sum-hard.

Theorem 6.6 Strips-cover-box <<<n Point-covering.
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Clearly one can again de�ne many extensions of these simple covering prob-
lems that, hence, also are 3sum-hard.

6.2 Union and measure

We will now look at two important related problems:

Problem: Hole-in-union

Given a set of triangles in the plane, does their union contain a hole?

Theorem 6.3 Triangles-cover-triangle <<<n Hole-in-union.

Proof. Let S be the set of triangles and t the triangle to be covered. For
each triangle t0 2 S cut o� the piece lying outside t and, if the remaining part
is not a triangle, split that part into triangles. In this way we obtain, in linear
time, a set S0 of O(n) triangles that all lie fully inside t and whose union is the
same as the union of S, restricted to t. Hence t is fully covered by S if and only
if it is fully covered by S0. This is the case if and only if the union of S0 does not
contain a hole. 2

With a bit more e�ort we can also show the reverse and, hence, both problems
are actually (n log2 n)-equivalent:

Theorem 6.4 Hole-in-union <<<n log2 n Triangles-cover-triangle.

Proof. Let S be the set of triangles of which we want to determine whether
their union has a hole. Determine a triangle t containing all the triangles in S.
Next determine the outer contour C of S, being the part of the boundary of
the union that bounds the outer face. See Figure 6. This can be done in time
O(n log2 n) (see [8]). Finally triangulate the part between t and C which can be
done in linear time (see [5]) and add these triangles to S, obtaining a set S0. Now
it is clear that the union of S contains a hole if and only if S0 does not cover t. 2

Another related problem is the following:

Problem: Triangle-measure

Given a set of triangles in the plane, compute the measure of their
union.

Theorem 6.5 Triangles-cover-triangle <<<n Triangle-measure.
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Figure 5: The rectangle is not fully covered by the strips.

obtained. If they fully cover R they fully cover P and, hence, there is no line
separating the segments. On the other hand, if there is a point not covered inside
R, it must lie inside P and it corresponds to a separating line. 2

It is obvious that this is a special case of the problem that asks whether a
set of arbitrarily oriented rectangles covers a rectangle. Just cut o� the strips
outside the box, creating rectangles. Another version is the following:

Problem: Triangles-cover-triangle

Given a set of triangles in the plane, does their union contain another
given triangle?

Theorem 6.2 Strips-cover-box <<<n Triangles-cover-triangle.

Proof. We �rst show that Strips-cover-box ==n Strips-cover-

triangle whose de�nition is clear. The second problem can solve the �rst by
simply splitting the box into two triangles and checking whether both are cov-
ered. The reverse can be solved by taking a box around the triangle and adding
three strips to the set that cover the area between the box and the triangle. Now
the box is covered if and only if the triangle is covered.

It is also easy to see that Strips-cover-triangle<<<n Triangles-cover-

triangle. Simply cut each strip outside the triangle to obtain a rectangle and
split each rectangle into two triangles. Now the triangles cover the triangle if and
only if the strips cover the triangle. 2

11



Clearly the problems above can be extended by asking for separators among
other classes of objects like arbitrarily oriented line segments, possibly inter-
secting line segments, axis-parallel (or arbitrarily oriented) non-intersecting (or
possibly intersecting) rectangles or triangles. All these problems have Separa-
tor2 as a special case and, hence, are 3sum-hard. Also, all these problems can
be solved in O(n2) time by considering the arrangement obtained when dualizing
the objects.

6 Covering problems

Another type of geometric problems are covering problems. Here one asks
whether the union of a set of objects fully covers (that is, contains) a partic-
ular object. We will look at some variations of this problem. Also we look at
some related problems like the measure problem.

6.1 Covering a box or triangle

One of the simplest covering problems that is already 3sum-hard is the strip
cover problem. Let a strip be de�ned as the (in�nite) area between two parallel
lines.

Problem: Strips-cover-box

Given a set of strips in the plane, does their union contain a given
axis-parallel rectangle?

See Figure 5 for an example of this problem.

Theorem 6.1 GeomBase <<<n logn Strips-cover-box.

Proof. First we transform the instance of the GeomBase problem into a
set of horizontal segments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We rotate this set
to obtain a set of vertical line segments and dualize them using the point-line
duality of [6]. Using this duality vertical line segments turn into strips. The 6
half-in�nite segments turn into halfplanes. A non-vertical line in the primal plane
transforms to a point in the dual. Such a line misses all the segments if and only
if the point lies in none of the strips (or halfplanes).

Let P be the polygon obtained by taking the intersection of the complements
of the six halfplanes. P corresponds to all lines that do not intersect any of
the in�nite segments. It can easily be veri�ed that P is bounded. Now take an
axis-parallel rectangle R that contains P . We turn each halfplane into a strip
using a line outside R such that the intersection of the strip with R is the same
as the intersection of the halfplane with R. Now consider the set of n strips thus

10



Figure 4: Transforming GeomBase to Separator2.

Clearly this transformation can be done in time O(n log n). It is obvious that,
when there is a line through points a on A, b on B and c on C, a non-horizontal
separator exists. What remains is to prove the reverse. See Figure 3 for the situa-
tion obtained for the example in Figure 1. So let l be a non-horizontal separator.
It is clear that l must run through three \holes" (a� � : a+ �) on A, (b� � : b+ �)
on B and (c�� : c+�) on C. Let the line intersect the holes at positions (a+�1),
(b+ �2) and (c+ �3). So (a+ �1) + (b+ �2) = 2(c + �3) for �1, �2 and �3 between
�� and �. Because � = 1=4 and a, b and c are integers this is only possible when
a+ b = 2c, that is, when there is a line through points on A, B and C. 2

The same result holds for open line segments. The construction used in the
proof will be used at a number of other places in the sequel.

You might not like the fact that the description of Separator1 allows for
in�nite segments and that the separator is not allowed to be horizontal. This can
easily be remedied by adding some vertical line segments:

Problem: Separator2

Given a set S of n closed, non-intersecting (nor touching), axis-parallel
line segments, is there a separator?

Theorem 5.2 GeomBase <<<n logn Separator2

Proof. Consider the construction shown in Figure 4. We use the same set
of segments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, except that we replace the in�nite
segments by very long segments, with vertical segments at the end (note that they
are non-symmetrical). It can easily be proven that, when we make the segments
long enough and place the vertical segment near enough to them, no separator
can run through the holes at the far left or far right. Hence, using the same
argument as above, a separator exists i� three points are collinear. 2
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Figure 3: Transforming GeomBase to Separator1.

the problem gets more easy. For example in [13] it is shown that the problem
that asks for a line incident to at least k points can be solved in time O(n

2

k
log n

k
)

which is much faster than O(n2) if k grows with n.

5 Separator problems

Separator problems form, at �rst sight, a quite di�erent class of problems. A
separator is formally de�ned as follows:

De�nition 5.1 Given a set S of n objects in the plane, we call a line l a separator
of S if l does not intersect any object in S and both halfplanes bounded by l contain
a non-empty subset of the objects in S.

Separators have been studied in several recent papers. See for example [12]
and [10]. In this section we will show that many types of separator problems are
3sum-hard. The �rst version is the following:

Problem: Separator1

Given a set S of n possible half-in�nite, closed horizontal line seg-
ments, is there a non-horizontal separator?

Theorem 5.1 GeomBase <<<n logn Separator1.

Proof. We are given a set of points with integer coordinates on three hor-
izontal lines y = 0, y = 1 and y = 2. Let the x-coordinates of the points
on the �rst line A, ordered from left to right be a1; a2; :::; ai. Similarly, let
the points on the other lines B and C be b1; :::; bj and c1; :::; ck. Let � = 1=4.
Now transform the points on A into horizontal segments on A with x-intervals
[�1 : a1 � �]; [a1 + � : a2 � �]; :::; [ai + � : 1]. Similarly for the sets B and C.

8
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Figure 2: Transforming 3sum to 3-Points-on-line.

Problem: Point-on-3-lines

Given a set of lines in the plane, is there a point that lies on at least
three of them?

This problem is the exact dual (using the right type of dualization) of 3-
Points-on-line. Hence, it immediately follows that

Theorem 4.2 Point-on-3-lines ==n 3-Points-on-line.

Again many generalized versions of Point-on-3-lines exist by asking for
example whether there is a point incident to at least three objects in a set of line
segments, polygons or circular arcs, because lines are a special case of all of them.
Hence, all these problems are also 3sum-hard. (Note that this might not be true
for for example the problem whether there is a point incident to three objects in
a set of disks.)

Most problems mentioned above can also easily be solved in O(n2). This is
done by, either in the primal or dual, constructing the entire arrangement formed
by the objects. This can be done in time O(n2) using topological sweeping (see
[7]). Now the incidence must occur at a vertex of the arrangement which is easily
checked in O(n2) time by traversing the arrangement.

An interesting extension to look at is the incidence problem for k > 3 objects.
Although at �rst sight this might seem harder to solve it turns out that often

7
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Figure 1: An example of GeomBase.

4 Incidence problems

A number of problems in computational geometry can be formulated as incidence
problems. These are problems that, given a set of objects, ask whether there is
an object from a particular class that is incident with (or intersects) at least some
given number of objects in the set. For example, the well-known line segment
intersection detection problem asks whether there is a point in the plane that is
incident with at least two line segments in a set.

When the number of incident objects is two the problem can normally be
solved very e�ciently. For example the above mentioned line segment intersection
detection problem can be solved in time O(n log n) (see for example [19]). When
we ask for incidence with at least three objects the problems tend to become a
lot harder and many turn out to be 3sum-hard.

Problem: 3-Points-on-line

Given a set of points in the plane, is there a line that contains at least
three of the points?

Theorem 4.1 3-sum <<<n 3-Points-on-line.

Proof. We are given a set S of n integers. Each element x 2 S we transform
into the point (x; x3). See Figure 2 for an example. The claim is that a+b+c= 0
if and only if the three corresponding points (a; a3), (b; b3) and (c; c3) are collinear.
This can be proven by some elementary calculations. 2

Of course 3-Points-on-line is a special case of the more general problems
that ask whether there exists a line that intersects at least three objects in a set
of line segments, polygons, circles, etc. Hence, all these problems are 3sum-hard
as well.

6



c 2 C put c0 = �c �m in S. Clearly, if a + b = c then a0 + b0 + c0 = 0. What
remains to be shown is that whenever there are three element in S that add up
to 0 they came from three di�erent sets.

From the construction of S it is immediately clear that for all a 2 A, b 2 B
and c 2 C we have m < a0 � 1:5m, 0 < b0 � 0:5m and �1:5m � c0 < �m. Let
x; y; z 2 S with x+ y + z = 0. At most one of the three elements can originally
come from A because otherwise the sum would be at least 2m � 1:5m = 0:5m.
Similarly only one element can come from C because otherwise the sum would
be less that �2m+1:5m = �0:5m. Also one element must come from C because
all elements that come from A and B are positive. Now let one element come
from C and the other two from B. In this case the sum is smaller than 0 because
the two elements from B add up to at most m and the element from C is smaller
than m. This leaves only one case namely that all three elements came from
di�erent sets. 2

Problem 3sum0 (and, hence, 3sum) can be solved in O(n2) time as follows:
Sort sets B and C. Now for each element a 2 A compute the sorted set B + a
(that is, the set of all number in B with a added to it) in O(n) time. Next
check, again in O(n) time, whether B + a and C have an element in common
by a simultaneous traversal of the ordered sets. This takes another O(n) time.
Because we have to repeat this for all O(n) elements a 2 A the total time required
is bounded by O(n2).

Both base problems are non-geometric in nature. We will now de�ne a geo-
metric interpretation of 3sum0 because this will make reductions easier.

Problem: GeomBase

Given a set of n points with integer coordinates on three horizontal
lines y = 0, y = 1, and y = 2, determine whether there exists a
non-horizontal line containing three of the points.

Theorem 3.2 GeomBase ==n 3sum
0.

Proof. We �rst show that 3sum0 <<<n GeomBase. For each element a 2 A
we create a point (a; 0) on the line y = 0. Similarly, for each element b 2 B we
create a point (b; 2) and for each element c 2 C we create a point (c=2; 1). See
Figure 1. It is immediate that three points (a; 0), (b; 2) and (c=2; 1) are collinear
if and only if a + b = c. The reverse is proven in exactly the reverse way: for
each point (a; 0) create an element a 2 A, for each point (b; 2) create an element
b 2 B and for each point (c; 1) create an element 2c 2 C. 2

5



Proof. Follows immediately from the de�nition. 2

Hence, when f(n) is su�ciently small, lower bounds for pr1 carry over to
pr2 and upper bounds for pr2 hold for pr1.

3 The base problem

We de�ne the following base problem:

Problem: 3sum

Given a set S of n integers, are there a; b; c 2 S with a+ b+ c = 0?

The best algorithm known for this problem takes �(n2) time in the worst case
(see below). In the sequel of this paper we will prove that many problems are at
least as hard as this base problem. Such problems we will call 3sum-hard.

De�nition 3.1 We call a problem Pr 3sum-hard if and only if 3sum is f(n)-
solvable using Pr, where f(n) = o(n2).

From Lemma 2.1 it immediately follows that when a problem Pr is 3sum-
hard it is impossible to �nd a subquadratic algorithm for it unless a subquadratic
algorithm for 3sum exists. Also, an 
(n2) lower bound for 3sum would immedi-
ately imply an 
(n2) lower bound for Pr. Actually, because in all our reductions
f(n) is only O(n log n), even much smaller lower bounds will immediately carry
over.

To be able to prove reductions we give an equivalent base problem:

Problem: 3sum0

Given three sets of integers A, B, and C of total size n, are there
a 2 A, b 2 B and c 2 C with a+ b = c?

Theorem 3.1 3sum0 ==n 3sum.

Proof. 3sum <<<n 3sum
0 is easy to prove. Simply set A = S, B = S and

C = �S. Now obviously when for a 2 A, b 2 B and c 2 C a + b = c then
a; b; (�c) 2 S and a+ b+ (�c) = 0.

The reverse is slightly more complicated. We want to create one set S such
that whenever three elements in S add up to 0 there were three elements a 2 A,
b 2 B, and c 2 C such that a + b = c. Without loss of generality we assume
that all elements in the sets are positive. (If not, take a large enough number
k and add k to each element in A and B, and add 2k to each element in C.)
Let m = 2 �max(A;B;C). Construct S as follows: For each element a 2 A put
a0 = a+m in S. For each element b 2 B put b0 = b in S. Finally, for each element
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faster. Moreover, almost any lower bound for the base problem will immediately
carry over to the 3sum-hard problems. Recently, Erickson and Seidel [11] have
obtained a 
(n2) lower bound for the base problem but under a weak model of
computation. This result clearly gives an important indication but, because of
its weakness, some of the 3sum-hard problems discussed in this paper cannot
even be solved in their model. Throughout this paper we assume as a model of
computation a real RAM, although most reductions also apply for weaker models.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we formally de�ne our
notion of reduction and indicate what relation for lower- and upper bounds it
establishes between problems. In Section 3 we de�ne three equivalent versions of
the basis 3sum problem that are used for reductions. Next, in Sections 4 till 8,
we study di�erent types of 3sum-hard problems: incidence problems, separator
problems, covering problems, visibility problems, and motion planning problems.
Finally, in Section 9 we summarize our results, give some further conclusions and
indicate directions for future research.

2 Reductions

Reductions will play a crucial role in the sequel of this paper. Our goal is to show
relations between the complexity of particular problems. Rather than using the
standard terminology used in for example the theory of NP-complete problems
we will introduce di�erent notations and terminology because we think they are
better suited for our problems and gives more intuition. In particular, we will
use the following notion of solvability:

De�nition 2.1 Given two problems pr1 and pr2 we say that pr1 is f(n)-
solvable using pr2 i� every instance of pr1 of size n can be solved using a
constant number of instances of pr2 (of at most linear size) and O(f(n)) addi-
tional time. We denote this as

pr1 <<<f(n) pr2.

If pr1 <<<f(n) pr2 and pr2 <<<f(n) pr1 we say that pr1 and pr2 are f(n)-
equivalent, denoted as

pr1 ==f(n) pr2.

When pr1 is f(n)-solvable using pr2 this in some sense means that pr1 is
\easier" than pr2. The following lemma makes this more explicit:

Lemma 2.1 Let pr1 <<<f(n) pr2. Let f(n) and g(n) be polynomials. If pr2 can
be solved in O(g(n)) time and f(n) = O(g(n)) then pr1 can be solved in O(g(n))
time. Reversely, if 
(g(n)) is a lower bound for pr1 and f(n) = o(g(n)) then

(g(n)) is also a lower bound for pr2.
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There are many problems for which the best know algorithms take time �(n2)
(or more) in the worst case while only very low lower bounds are known.

In this paper we describe a large class of so-called 3sum-hard problems1 for
which we prove that they are all at least as hard as the following base problem:
Given a set S of n integers, are there three elements of S that sum up to 0. The
best known algorithm for this base problem takes �(n2) time. We de�ne a notion
of reduction and prove that the base problem can be reduced to a large number
of seemingly unrelated geometric problems. The list of problems includes among
others:

� Given a set of lines in the plane, are there three that pass through the same
point?

� Given a set of (non-intersecting, axis-parallel) line segments, is there a line
that separates them into two non-empty subsets?

� Given a set of (in�nite) strips in the plane, do they fully cover a given
rectangle?

� Given a set of triangles in the plane, compute their measure.

� Given a set of horizontal triangles in space, can a particular triangle be seen
from a particular viewpoint?

� Given a set of (non-intersecting, axis-parallel) line segment obstacles in the
plane, and a rod, can the rod be moved, allowing translation and rota-
tion, from a given source to a given destination without colliding with the
obstacles?

� Given a set of (horizontal) triangle obstacles in space, and a vertical rod,
can the rod be moved, allowing translation only, from a given source to a
given destination without colliding with the obstacles?

Also many related versions of the problems mentioned fall in the class. Be-
cause the base problem can be reduced to all of these problems, none of them
can be solved in time o(n2) unless a subquadratic solution exists for the base
problem. Note that this does not mean that all problems are equivalent (like
for NP-complete problems). It only means that they are at least as hard as the
base problem. Also being 3sum-hard does not mean that a subquadratic solu-
tion is impossible. It only says that one better �rst try to solve the base problem

1In a previous version of this paper the term n
2
-hard was used instead of 3sum-hard. A

number of papers [1, 2, 4, 10, 11, 18] refer to them as such. It was though pointed out that
n
2-hard is a confusing term in the light of the notions used in complexity theory. It is highly

unlikely that the problems are really hard in the usual sense. For example, in [1] it is pointed
out that this would imply that P 6= NP.
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On a Class of O(n2) Problems in Computational
Geometry�

Anka Gajentaan and Mark H. Overmarsy

Abstract

There are many problems in computational geometry for which the best
know algorithms take time �(n2) (or more) in the worst case while only
very low lower bounds are known. In this paper we describe a large class
of problems for which we prove that they are all at least as di�cult as the
following base problem 3sum: Given a set S of n integers, are there three
elements of S that sum up to 0. We call such problems 3sum-hard. The
best known algorithm for the base problem takes �(n2) time. The class
of 3sum-hard problems includes problems like: Given a set of lines in the
plane, are there three that meet in a point?; or: Given a set of triangles in
the plane, does their union have a hole? Also certain visibility and motion
planning problems are shown to be in the class. Although this does not
prove a lower bound for these problems, there is no hope of obtaining o(n2)
solutions for them unless we can improve the solution for the base problem.

Keywords: incidence, separator, covering, visibility, motion planning, 3sum-
hard problems.

1 Introduction

The process of designing e�cient algorithms for geometric problems can be quite
frustrating. Sometimes you spend large portions of time trying to improve time-
bounds that should be improvable but without any success. In such cases it
helps if you know that the problem you are trying to tackle belongs to some
class of \di�cult" problems. A well-known class of such problems is the class of
NP-complete problems. In computational geometry there are though many other
barriers in complexity that seem di�cult to pass. One such a barrier is �(n2).
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